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Chapter 5

THE ETHIOPIAN LANGUAGE AREA

1

of individual
One of the primary tasks of linguists is to write grammars
the one hand
languages, i.e. to show in detail how a particular language on
well as same of those
shares the characteristics of all human languages as
characteristics which
of various other languages, and on the other hand has
complete
make it different from all other languages. Since writing a truly
linguists
grammar and dictionary of a language is obviously impossible,
attempt instead to describe what they regard as the most important characteristics of the language. Two principles seem to be the basis of their
estimation of importance: how generally a feature functions throughout the
language, i.e. how much
language and how distinctive the feature is for the
it differentiates the language from others.

of a nation, one
In attempting to describe the total language situation
of its major languages
of the major tasks is likewise the characterization
linguistic structures in the
and languages representative of the variety of
which will give
country. Here we have chosen to provide a set of sketches
We have selected
the reader an insight into the structures of the languages.
ourselves to what seem to be
major and representative languages, and we limit
In general,
the most interesting features of the languages for our purpose.
generality within a language
the same principles underlie the presentation -will
and distinctiveness in comparison with other languages. In addition, we
languages as opposed
pay attention to same features shared by the Ethiopian
of the features may be
to languages outside Ethiopia even though several
relatively insignificant by the other two principles.
in the sense that
The languages of Ethiopia constitute a linguistic area
they tend to share a number of features which, taken together, distinguish
languages in the world.
them from any other geographically defined group of
relationship, that is they
Some of these shared features are due to genetic
continue features present in a remote ancestral language, while others
result from the processes of reciprocal diffusion among languages which
in Ethiopia
have been in contact for many centuries. Not every language
into
the
pattern at
has all these features, and a few languages do not fit
roughly coincident with
all, but in general most of the languages in an area
vocabulary
Ethiopia's boundaries have features of pronunciation, grammar,
distinctive and charand patterns of expression which are, taken together,
acteristic of the area.
in much the same way
In this way Ethiopia constitutes a language area
Nepal;
that the Balkans, the Caucasus, or South Asia (India, Pakistan,
Asia share
Ceylon) is an area. For example, most of the languages of South
they have retroflex consonants, nasal
these features of pronunciation:
and they lack word
vowels, and aspirated stops, they have few spirants,
in South Asia do not fit this picture,
accent. Only a few marginal languages
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and no other area in the world has just this combination of features
(Emeneau 1956,.1965; Ramanujan and Masica, 1969). After first setting a
general framework by listing some of the general marks of the whole
Ethiopian area, we then sketch some of the salient characteristics of
eight languages within it (Chapters 6, 7, 9, 10, 11).

About a score of features have been identified as characteristic of
the area, and fifteen of the most important anguages of Ethiopia will
be examined for the presence or absence of each feature. To make the
presentation simple, actual examples will be taken from Amharic whenever
possible.2 Twelve languages were selected, each of which is the mother
Four of these are Ethio-Semitic
tongue of over 100,000 Ethiopians.
languages: Ambaric, Tigrinya, Tigre, and Chaha (spoken by fewer than
100,000 but selected as an example of the remaining Ethio-Semitic languages,
which may tocal nearly 700,000 speakers); five are Cushitic: Afar, Galla,
Somali, Sidamo, and Hadiyya; two are Omotic: Welamo and Kefa; one is
In addition to the twelve "mother-tongue" languages,
Nilo-Saharan: Anyuak.
three others have been included because of their special importance in the
country: Geez, Arabic, and English.
Phonological Features

Eight features of pronunciation (P1 - P8) will be considered, including
the presence of certain kinds of sounds, their relations to one another, and
the role they play in grammatical processes.
Pl. /f/ for /p/. Although there is a voiced labial stop lbf, the voiceless counterpart /p/ is rare or non-existent; there is, however, a voiceless
labiodental fricative /f/, for which a voiced counterpart /v/ is rare or
non-existent, although often the /b/ has a v-like fricative pronunciation in
certain positions. In languages like this the /f/ and /b/ are counterparts,
unlike other languages such as English which have /p/ and /b/ as counterparts
and also have /fv/ as counterpart7; to each other.
full sets

u/f/ for /0"

Exam les: Amharic has many words with /b/ and /f/, such as bet 'house',
leba 'thief', gebba 'to enter', feres 'horse', af 'mouth', geffa 'to push'.
The /b/ is pronounced as a stop when initial, geminate, or after a nasal;
otherwise it tends to be rronounced as a fricative. The voiceless labial
stops /p p'/ are very rare and taken together they are less than 1/20 of
the frequency of /b/ and /f/. The sound /p'/ occurs chiefly in a few words
borrowed fram dreek centuries ago (e.g. terep'(p')eza 'table', ityop'(p')iya
'Ethiopia')3 and /p/ occurs only in recent loanwords (e.g. polis 'police'

and posta
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There is a series of palatal consonants (/c j g
that is they
is the most widespre0 pattern) which occur indei.andently,
c'
grammatical
process
in at
are lexically distinctive,4 and there is a common
which dental conleast one major, word class, such as nouns or verbs, by
sonants are replaced by the corresponding palatal consonants;5 often the
palatal consonant is long (Palmer 1958). Example; Amharic has a set of
as in acca 'peer', ajja, kind of grain,
palatal consonants /c j c' g
k'ac'c'a, kina of fiber, wagga 'cave', k'ane 'to have nightmares', dana
Palatalization occurs in verbs and verbal nouns; for example,
'a judge'.
of the dentals It d t' s a
when the final consonant of the verb stem is one
y/ in the
c'
s' n 1/, it is palatalized to the corresponding /c j c' g
in the first persoh
second person feminine singular of the imperative and
singular of the gerund (being doubled in the latter).
P2.

Palatalizatio7.

1

kifct

'open (u.sg.):'

kifec

'open (f.sg.):'

wised

'take (m.sg.):'

wisej

'take (f.sg.):'

kefto

'he having opened'

keficce

'I having opened'

wesdo

'he having taken'

i
wesjje

'I having taken'

(by a
The palatal consonants in Amharic are less frequent in occurrence
is
ratio of about 1 to 6) than their corresponding dental consonants; the
very rare and occurs almost exclusively as a grammatical palatalization of
often
/z/ or as an alternate of /j/. Palatal consonants in Amharic are
the language,
neither clearly short nor clearly long. For most consonants in
in many
length or gemination is distinctive (see P6 Gemination), but, as
other languages in Ethiopia and elsewhere, gemination of palatal consonants
clearcut contrasts are hard
in Amharic is fluctuating and ambiguous, so that
Generally, palatals between vowels sound long and are so transcribed
to find.
here.

Glottalic consonants. There is a series of glottalic consonants
("ejectives", see Chapter 1) contrasting with non-glottalic consonants,
typically with one glottalic consonant corresponding to a voiceless-voiced
(The commonest pattern is /(p')-t' C' k' s
pair of non-glottalic consonants.
with /p7 rare and /s'/ having a variant pronunciation as an affricate,
glottalic
i.e. a glottalic ts-sound.) Example: Amharic has a series of
consonants /p' t' c' k' s'/ of which /p'/ is rare and /s'/ often has a
ts-like affricate pronunciation and in some dialects falls together with the
'feud', c'ew 'salt',
/t'/.6 Sample words: plap'(p')as 'bishop', t'il
k'ebero 'jackal', s'afe 'to write'. Compare these to parlema 'Parliament',
til 'worm', cer 'kind', kebero 'drum', sefi 'tailor'. Although the glottalic
consonants are one of the striking characteristics of the sound system, they
are much less frequent (ratio about 1 to 4) than the corresponding nonglottalized consonants.
P3.

Implosive fd'/. There is a voiced stop, contrasting with /d/,
retroflex), is
which is pronounced somewhat farther back (post-alveolar or
between vowels, and may
often tmplosive, may have r-like flap pronunciation
P4.

4
interchange with /r/ in some grammatical processes. (If the language has
a series of glqttalic consonants, this /d'/ may function as the voiced
with one
counterpart of /e/07 Example: Galla has /t t' d d'/ contrasting
tokko 'one',
another, all four of relatively high frequency. Sample words:
einna 'small', demu 'to go', d'era 'long'.
There is, in addition to /h/, a voicelessPharyngal spirants
/ECU;
voiced pair of spirants (fricatives) made by pharyngal constriction
they are not marginal, being generally more frequent, more widely distributed
Example: Tigrinya has Alci/ in additicn to /h/;
and more stable than /h/.
they occur in all positions and are of relatively high frequency. Sample
'moon', newit 'long', 9asa 'fish', belcie 'to eat',
words: tawwi 'fire',
P5.

Clayni 'eye'.

in consonants and there
Gemination. Length is lexically distinctive
such as nouns or
is a grammatical process in at least one major word class,
verbs, in which a short ("single") consonant is replaced by a long ("double",
"geminate") consonant (Palmer 1957). In same languages, such as English,
geminate consonants occur only at grammatical boundaries, as in compound
such as
words like ken-knife (nn), book-keeper (kk), or at word boundaries
seem more as against see more. Otherwise, the difference is not distinctive
double consonants
in such languages, although English spelling frequently uses
hopping, filer :
to represent other differences in pronunciation (evg. hoping :
finish).
filler) or even to distinguish words pronounced alike (e.g. Finnish :
/h/ occur both short and long,
Example: All the consonants of Amharic except
although the long consonants are less common than the short ones (ratio about
1 to 11). In many instances the occurrence of one or the other is unwanna 'principal', 'chief'), i.e. the
predictable (e.g. wana 'swimming'
difference is lexically distinctive. In most cases, however, long consonants
consonant
are related to grammatical processes. Most often it is the second
of the root which is geminated, as in the regular past tense of most verbs
(sebbere 'he broke'), in the intensive (sebabbsre 'he smashed'), and in a
kind of passive verbal noun (sibbari 'broken off piece').
P6.

(e.g. /i e/),
Central vowels. In addition to front unrounded vowels
one or more
back rounded vowels (e.g. /u o/), and low central /a/, there are
non-low central vowels which tend to be shorter in duration than the other
the
vowels, and to show greater variation in pronunciation depending on
/i e o u a/, two
surrounding.sounds. Example: Amharic has, in addition to
e/ whose average lengths are much less than the average
central vowels
lengths of the other vowels; also their range of phonetic variation is
greater -- they are5 for example, higher near palatal consonants and rounded
frequent vowel in
near labial consonants. The vowel tel is by far the most
the language.
P7.

Helping vowel. Clusters of three or more con.son nts do not exist,
broken
and whenever grammatical processes would lead to such a cluster, it is
(The vowel may be identified with
up by the automatic insertion of a vowel.
one of the short vowels, usually a central vowel, or it may be outside the
Armenian have a helping
vowel system.) Many languages such as French or
P8.
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Speakers of
vowel of this kind which is largely automatic in occurrence.
such languages 'who learn to speak a language which has larger consonant
over their
clusters (e.g. English or Russian) often unconsciously carry
break
helping vowel into the new language. They insert extra vowels to
a phrase like first place
up consonant clusters; thus they might pronounce
first 1 place. fisnalt:
(with a cluster -rstpl-) with an extra vowel:
semivowels, does not
Amharic, apart from a few marginal cases involving
In instances where such a cluoter would be
have three-consonant clusters.
expected /i/ is inserted. For example, a word ending with a two-consonant
beginning with a
cluster or a geminate consonant may be followed by a word
single consonant, and in such cases an automatic helping vowel (similar in
quality to /i/) is inserted between the words in c_dinary conversation,
sintInew 'how much is it?' Since the
e.g. sint 'how much' + new 'it is'
speakers are often unhelping vowel is automatic in occurrence, Amharic
disregard it in their
aware of its presence and linguists generally
transcriptions.8

Ethiopian languages
The distribution of these phonological features among
Cushitic
is shown in Table 1. It will be noted that the Ethio-Semitic and
mother tongues have five to seven of the eight features (shown by presence
Insert Table 1 about here
Ethio-Semitic although not a mother
of a '+' sign). Geaz, whidh is also
tongue, Pdso belongs to this major group, while Arabic, also a Semitic
Anyuak and English are
language, has four of the characteristic features.
clearly outside the area in terms of shared phonological features.
Grammatical Features

Others equally
Eighteen grammatical features will be considered.
instances, the evidence
characteristic might have been found, but in several
feature itself
from particular languages was not reliable enough, or the
features together
was too difficult to define. The first eight grammatical
of the
characterize a certain syntactic type which is found in many parts
features
arld in genetically onrelated languages. Thus all eight of these
languages but also for
would be marked 'plus' not only for most Ethiopian
such languages as Turkish, Bengali and Japanese (Polotsky 1960, Greenberg
1963, Ferguson 1971).
the "rigid III" of
In a language of this syntactic type (essentially
and, in general,
Greenberg 1966) the verb comes at the end of the sentence
modifiers come before the item they modify (e.g. adjectives before nouns,
subordinate clauses before main clauses). The language is predominantly
suffixing, including a case system marked by suffixes and the use of
certain
postpositions rather than prepositions. The verbs enter into
auxiliary comes after the
characteristic constructions: an inflected
auxiliary, and a lessmain verb, there are "compound verbs" containing an
inflected verb form in subordinate clauses is often e quivalent to a main
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verb connected with "and" in other languages. Comparisons are made in the
form "Y-than X-strong is" rather than 'X is stronger than-Y." Question
words ('what', 'when', etc.) do not appear at the beginning of the sentence,
and a general questim particle comes at the very end of the sentence after
the verb.

A number of Cushitic languages Show many of these features and some
of the languages probably fall quite clearly into this type. On the other
hand, Geez and the Semitic languages outside Ethiopia do not show many of
these features. Accordingly scholars have tended to assume that the presence
of these features in varying degrees in modern Semitic languages is a result
of Cushitic influence during the long centuries of interaction. It seems
likely that this is the case, but this explanation raises in turn the
question of how the Cushitic languages came to be of this type since they
are also Afro-Asiatic. The question is left open here, since.we are only
trying to characterize the area as it now is without attempting to give a
full historical explanation.
The remaining ten grammatical features, on the other hand, teAd to
reflect quite clearly a genetic relationship, and most of ehem can probably
be assumed for proto-Afroasiatic; they thus represent chiefly grammatical
features which the Semitic, Cushitic, and Omotic languages of Ethiopia have
retained from a presumed ancestral language far removed in time from the
present languages.
SOV order. The normal word order of a declarative main clause
which has nouns as subject and object is Subject + Object + Verb. In many
languages., including some of the languages of Ethiopiao the order of liords
is fairly free, i.e. a sentence may be crdered in various wayb with
essentially the same meaning, except for variations in emphasis. What is
meant by "normal word ordel:" is the usual, ordinary order without any
special. emphasis. Example:
Gl.

Amharic

wedimme

my-brother

betun

gezza

the-hous-(obj.) he-bought

My brother bought the house.

Thi Amharic sentence could be said in other ways (e.g. betun wendimme
2.§211) but the SOV order is the ordinary normal" order, just as the normal
order for English is SVO.
In sentences containing a subordinate
Subordinate clauses precede.
clause such as one meaning 'when, after, since, although, in order to, if,
until', the subordinate clause normally precedes the main clause. (Typically
also there are severe limitations on the use of different verb tenses in the
subordinate clause, so that the verb of the main clause gives the indication
of the time for the whole sentence.) Often the fact of the subordinate clause
preceding seems to be related to the more general tendency of the modifier
G2.
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to prec!ede the head, e.g. adjective before noun, relative clause before
noun, adverb before verb, but in a number of Ethiopian languages this more
general tendency is not fully carried out.
Example:

Amharic
gazet'a

sittanebb

Kebbede met't'a

newspaper

while-you-read

Kebbede he-came

Kebbade came while you we.r.e reading a newspaper.

which
Gerund. The language has a commonly used form of the verb
serves as the verb of a subordinate clause, with the meaning 'having done
such-and-such', 'did such-and-such and', or 'by doing such-and-such'. In
grammars of Ethiopian languages this verb form is most often called the
In Ethiopian languages it is often inflected for person and
"gerund".
having"broken', (sebra 'she having broken'
gender. Example: Amharic sebro 'he
sebirre 'I having broken'). Sample sentence:
G3.

tegaggirre

wenzun
the-river-(obj.)

I-having crossed

wede menderu
to

the-village

hedhw
I-went

I crossed the river and vent to the village.
words or suffixes
Postpositi_ns. There are a number of common
which follow immediately after nouns and have meanings such as 'in, on,
outside, inside, near, before, after, with, without, between, until'.
'inside';
Example: Amharic has a set of such postpositions, e.g, wist'
followed by
lay 'on'; Rar 'with'; at'egeb 'near', etc. In Amharic, nouns
of the prefixes bethese poctpositions usually have at the same time one
In some Ethiopian languages, however,
('ir,, at, by', or ke- 'from').
(e.g. Galla) tne postpositions occur with the noun alone.
G4.

"Quoting" clauses. The language has as a frequent construction
a clause which seems to be a.direct quotation followed by a form of the verb
to say (e.g. the gerund 'having said'). Often this clause is actually a
direct quotation, which is preferred in the language to indirect quotations,
not implying
but it may be an expression of intention or appearance or manner,
any quotation of actual speech.
C5.

addis k'emis

igezallehw

new

I-will-buy

dress

sittil

as-she-says

wede
to

suk'u
the-shop

gebbac
she-entered

She went into
Saying, "I'll buy a new dress," she went into the shop, i.e.
ehe shop to buy a new dress.
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In addition to many simple verbs consisting of a
onal elements, there are many verbs consisting of a
on-like "preverb" plus a semantically colorle
Example: Amharic has many such compound
smmtltery. cammemly tli verb "to say".
reverb (which usually does not occur in exactly this
verbs cemetettmg et a
pound verb) plus the verb ale 'to say' e.g. k'uc'c' ale
teem apart tree the co
verbs are intransitive i.e. do
*go slew, be careter. In Amharic all these
corresponding transitive verbs are usually
met take a dtrect eble t, and the
'to seat (someone)'.
::1:1:11!"1:: e' e.g. k'uc'c' aderrege
it.

cmeremm4 vs

b s.

::::.:!:

There is a special form, either an independent
cz. plitssitve ell La.
negative of the verb "to be",
verb et am amacceatist lding which serves as the
of verbs are normally formed in the
bet te 41004 teemed the ay the negatives

different stem or by having a different
temgmege. etcher by vi :ue of having a
Amharic new 'he is': aydellem 'he is not'. Both
isylp _e:
seem two sumetirs.
7ms and they have unrelated stems.
bave a mteg. eet
numbers. Although the language has the morphological
GO.
.1 )uns, the plural form is not normally used with numerals
category O1 p are
English, when a numeral other
el verde todtcattmg get atity. In languages like
five
thee "ems* l mood AC a noun, the noun must be in the plural, e.g.
bet laegmagee% .th this feature have the equivalent of five houses.
betocc 'houses': ammist bet 'five houses'
Ambrosia
hawse
Amharic is not a clearcut example since the contaier
imnel.; with tbe Out al (ammist betocc) is also used quite often, but in
nonexi3tent
wry Ittikteptst taseess( 3 the use of the plural form is rare or
with sostsres.v
112,00eltwiLS ffixes. One way of expressing 'my', 'your', 'his',
set 44 )ronoun suffixes added to the noun. In some languages
etc.. I. with
is
slots set WI omits

id=taitewtito=lneot: v4mIlsey,
sbjest satins. Mimi ,trel=1
In Amharic the possessive suffixes
'his house', etc.
Ina 'pew hemsei, Imv
1

bject suffixes except in the first and third person

es, Lesseisel w4tb Chi

tass,

ttastetaliVrat
jifintlis

litaltarts

I

pattern. The language has a masculine-feminine disond and third person singular of pronouns and verbs.
le pattern shown in this example of emphatic subject

prosolus 140 isrsios

man

neh

you .0m.s.) are

mei

neg

you (f.s.) are

Ilasseim

naccihw

you (p1) are

Ors

new

he is

trims

nat or necc

she is

Asseiss

naccew,:

they are

/0
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Prefix tense. There is a tense formation which consists of adding
in it the 2nd person masculine
a set of subject prefixes to the stem, and
identical in form, having
singular and the 3rd person feminine singular are
also include suffixes
a t - prefix (Tucker 1967). This prefix tense may
formed by adding subject
marking gender and number; it contrasts with tenses
suffixes to the stem. Example:
G11.

Amharic short present

1

isebir

(that) I break

2 m.

tisebir

(that) you break

f

tisebri

3 m.

yisebir

(that) he breaks

3 f.

tisebir

(that) she breaks

Root and Pattern. Many of the words in the language can be
which carries the
analyzed as consisting of a consonantal skeleton or root,
which carries the grammatical
basic lexical meaning, and a pattern of vowels
Example: Amharic
meaning. Typically a root consists of three consonants.
serak'i 'one who steals' (where 15. means "root").
Arsbr 'break' + _ _ _
G12.

syllable
Reduplicated intensives. Reduplication of the first
(repeated or more intense
is a regular process of forming intensive verbs
repeating the first
action) and plural adjectives. Sometimes instead of
consonant of the
syllable, a syllable is inserted which repeats the second
rdkutu 'to
deddemu 'to go frequently'
Galla demu 'to go'
stem. Examples:
rurrdkutu 'to hi- repeatedly'; Cinna 'small': Cit'inna (pl.).
hit'
sebabbere 'to
Amharic expands the second consonant: sebbere 'to break'
piecet'; this formation can
break things one after another' or 'to smash to
tininnis 'small' (p1.);
be made from most simple verbs. Also, tinnig 'smallt
with some common adjectives
this.way of making the plural is used in Amharic
referring to dimensions or colors.
G13.

:

:

:

:

consists
Broken plurals. The language has a plural formation which
In
of a plural affix.
of a change in the pattern rather than the addition
Example:
Semitic linguistics these are called "internal" or "broken" plurals.
plurals
Tigrinya mendek 'wall' : menadik 'walls'. The language also has
tamutat), but the broken
made with suffixes (e.g. tiamu 'father-in-law'
plurals are quite frequent.
G14.

:

Independent and subordinate present. There is a verb tense
referring to present and future time which is used only in main clauses
In some languages
and another tense which is used in subordinate clauses.
is used in many sublike Latin or French, there is a subjunctive which
independently
to express commands
ordinate clauses, but this is also used
"subordinate present" of the kind meant
and wishes. In the languages with a
in this way, although
here, the subordinate tense is not used independently
The
sometimes it may have a prefix or 4liffix added to it for the purpose.
G15.

/1
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most striking variety of this independent-subordinate difference consists
of a short subordinate form to which some kind of suffix is added to make
the independent form. Example: Amharic has a "long" present for main clauses
and a "short" present for subordinate clauses. The long form is essentially
the ihort form plus -all-. The two tenses do not correspond exactly in
meaning since the "short present" is either required by particular subordinating conjunctions or expresses continuous action as opposed to completed
long present visebral (1) 'he breaks, is breaking,
For example:
action.
sisebir) 'when
sisebir (si- 'when' + short present yisebir
will break'
(while) he breaks (broke, is breaking, was breaking)'.
:

Plural-feminine singular concord. The language has masculine
singular, feminine singular, and plural as morphological categories, but
a normal construction which frequently occurs is to have a feminine singular
adjective, verb, or pronoun referring to a plural noun. Example: In Galla
a plural noun subject may have the verb either in the plural or the feminine
singular, e.g. gangon demte or demai 'mules she-went', or 'they-went' =
'the mules went'.
G16.

Imperative of "come". In place of the expected tmperative of the
verb "to come", the language has an irregular form, either with a totally
different stem ("suppletive stem") or with an exceptional formation. Usually
this is the only irregular imperative or one of a small number of irregular
In Amharic the verb met't'a 'to came', has the
Example:
imperatives.
imperative form na (f. ney, pl. nu) instead of the expected miea. This is
the only verb which has just an irregular imperative; one other verb (ale
'to say' impv. bel) has a suppletive imperative but it also uses the second
stem in other forms.
G17.

Singulative. In some instances the simplest form of a noun is
not singular in number but plural or colil.ective, and an affix is added to
make a singular. Example: Arabic tuffaft 'apples' (in general), tuffAa
'one apple'.
G18.

The distribution of these grammatical features among Ethiopian languages
is shown in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 about here

It will be noted that the first eight features are quite widely distributed
among the Afroasiatic mother tongues and that three of the other ten features
(possessive suffixesy reduplicated intensives, and independent-subordinate
contrast) are also quite general in the Afroasiatic languages of Ethiopia;
the remaining features are somewhat less pervasive. One feature (root and
pattern) appears only for the Ethio-Sem...cic languages, just as the phonological
feature of implosive /d'/ was limited to Cushitic and Omotic, but this is
slightly misleading, since traces of root-and-pattern structure occur in some
of the Cushitic languages (e.g. Afarl

11

Summary
examined in this
The set of phonological and grammatical features
chapter may not be the optimal set for the purpose of establishing the
of the languages were
Ethiopian language area, and only a limited number
and the use of all
examined. Quite possibly an improved set of features
characterization of
the Ethiopian languages would give a more informative
however, it seems
the area. Even within the limits of the present study,
languages in Ethiopia conclear that the three families of Afroasiatic
stitute a very distinctive area among the world's languages.
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Footnotes
1

This chapter benefited from comments by M. L. Bender, R. Hetzron,
Hailu Fulasp, L. F. Bliese, D. L. Stinson, J. Keefer, E. Moravcsik, and
others. Robert Sayre provided most of the Kefa documentation and also
checked features in other languages; this contribution was made possible
by a grant from the Institute of International Studies of the U.S. Office
of Education, HEW Contract No. OEC-0-71-1018 (823). A slightly different
version of it appears in the Journal of Ethiopian Studies (Ferguson 1970).
2

Decisions on the presence and absence of each feature, as well as
examples cited, are generally based on the studies listed as Principal
Language Data Sources; the Amharic phonetic frequency data are fram Sumner
1957 and Bender 1968.
3

Non-initial /p'/ in Amharic is always geminate in pronunciation; the
lack of contrast between /p'/ and /p'p'/ is shown by ehe use of parentheses
in the transcription.
4

By "lexically distinctive" is meant that the substitution of one sound
for the other can make totally different words, apart from any grammatical
Thud /f/
process. In other words, the sounds are phonemes (see Chapter 1).
and /v/ are lexically distinctive in English because there are pairs of words
like fat and vat or waif and wave. The difference between f and v in English
is also lased in grammatical processes, e.g., a verb ending in v is related
save,
shelve, 'safe
to a noun or adjective in f as in srief,: grieve, shelf
halve, or a singular with f has a plural with v as in leaf : leaves,
half
knife : knives.
:

:

:

5

The grammatical process of palatalization may often be interpreted as
the addition of a x to the consonant; in some cases the palatalization is
conditioned by the presence of a front vowel e or i, or may be interpreted
as the addition of an s to the consonant.
IMMO.

6Speakers of Amharic and foreign observers often differ in their recognition of the affricate value. To many foreign observers the affricate
pronunciation seems frequent and in some sense more striking than the
glottalization (witness the frequent use of ts and similar transcriptions).
The native speaker, even when a trained phonetician, usually does not perceive any affrication and will reject a foreigner's pronunciation which is
affricated but not glottalized. For an instrumental study see Sumner 1957
and a note on s' in Bender, 1970.
7

The feature P4, presence of an implosive /d'/, is limited to the
Cushitic and Omotic languages of Ethiopta;-no examples occurring among the
Ethio-Semitic languages. It is include&ts an area feature here, however,
because of its rarity in the world's languages. As a general principle, if
a language has only one implosive consonant it is the labial /b'/; the
exceptional cases cited in Greenberg 1966, in which the only implosive is
an apical /d'/, are all Eastern Cudhitic languages.

13
8

See Hetzron 1964 for a full description of the distribution of the
Amharic vowel /i/; he vresents evidence to show that all occurrences of /i/
are automatic, if in certain instances a fictitious consonant (which is
required for other purposes also) is assumed to occur.
9

The use of the plural ending with numerated nouns in Amharic is also
connected with the notion of definiteness. Both ammist bet and ammist betocc
'the five
are indefinite, '(some) five houses'. The equivalent of English
'houses' must have the plural ending on both the numeral and the noun:
ammistoccu betocc.
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Principal Language Data Sources
Afar

- Bliese, 1967; Colby, 1970; Luc, 1967

Amharic

- Cohen, 1936; Dawkins, 1969; Ch. 6, tills book

Arabic
Anyuak

Chaha

English
Galla
Geez
Hadiyya
Kefa
Sidamo

Somali

Tigre
Tigrinya
Welamo

Bateson, 1967
Keefer, Ch. 10-2, this book

Leslau, 1960; Polotsky, 1951
- Taylor and Bowen, Ch. 11, this book

- Moreno, 1939; Bender and Mulugeta Eteffa, Ch. 9.1, this book
- Bergstrgsser, 1928; Mercer, 1961; Praetorius, 1886; Bender, Ch. 7.1,
this book
- Plazikowsky-Brauner, 1960, 1961, 1964
- Reinisch, 1888; Cerulli, 1951

- Hudson, 1969; Moreno, 1940
- Abraham, 1962; Armstrong, 1934; Moreno, 1955
- Leslau, 1945; Palmer, 1962
- Conti Rossini, 1940; Leslau, 1941
- Moreno, 1938; Ohman, Ch. 10.1, this book.

+

+

-

+

palatalization

glottalic consonants

presence of /di

presence of lta

gemination

P2

P3

P4

P5
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from older /hb/ is fairly frequent.
P1 Perhaps should be "" for Chaha since the /p/ which comes
vowels are front or central rounded vowels.
P Perhaps should be "-" for Somali since the extra
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Table 2: Distribution of Grammatical Area Features
Among Selected Ethiopian Languages

Notes on Table 2.

The "gerund" in Tigrinya is also used independently-.
G4 Prepositions 'predominate in Tigrinya, hut there are a few postpositions which
occur concurrently with ?repositions. Also, prepositions predominate in Somali but
several nouns are used in possessive constructions, postposed meaning "inside, outside,"etc.
G3

G6

Geez has only a very few compound verbs with "to say."

itt

f.,

17

Chaha has no regular morphological category of plural in nouns although it
does in pronouns and verbs, Arabic requires the singular after certain numerals

G8

( e.g. 11-99) .
G10 Sidamo has masculine-feminine distinction only in 3 sg. for pronouns and some
tenses of the verb; other tenses have the distinction in 1, 2, 3 sg. and 1 pl.

Gll In Somali,verbs are inflected by suffixes except for a few common "irregular"
verbs which have the prefix forms.

G14 Somali has broken plurals only in Arabic loanwords.. Afar has some broken
plurals, although other kinds predominate.
G16 Many nouns switch genders in the plural in Somali and some take singular
verb agreement, so that pl. -f. sg.concord is frequent. In Afar most nouns are
feminine in the plural and may take singular agreement.
G18 The basic form of the Afar noun is an =inflected "class" form not indicating

number. Both singular and plural require affixes in most cases.
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